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1 Introduction 

This research experiment followed a specific implementation configuration, and the 

objective of this guide is to describe how that configuration was set up. This 

documentation provides comprehensive details of the software, hardware and library 

configurations utilized in the development of this project. In addition to this, it details 

the method of programming as well as the procedure that should be carried out in order 

to execute the code. 

 

2 Local Computing Machine System Configuration 

 

The Figure 1 shows system configuration used in this project. 

 

Fig. 1. System Configuration 

 

3 Software, Packages and Library. 

 
Hybrid Machine Learning Framework to Recommend E-Commerce Products is 

implemented in open-source freeware python programming language on Google 

Colaboratory notebook. Following Fig 1 in the fig details important packages/libraries 

used for this project. In the first step, all the necessary libraries and modules are installed 

and imported in the notebook. Some of the major libraries that were imported include 

Keras, Pandas, NumPy among, genism and others. With help of these libraries, necessary 

functions to carry out data manipulation and machine learning related computations can 

be carried out 



 

Fig. 2. Libraries used 

 

4 Notebook Execution Guidance. 

The research was conducted using free software provided by Google called Colaboratory 

notebook, which does not require any static setup settings to be entered. The modest 

addition of this project is extensive code that enables it to execute by sourcing files 

directly from the source destination. This is the minor contribution of this research and 

useful in generating required product categories files. 

 
The standard steps to be followed to execute the code from the fig 3 to 4 for the end-to- 

end execution. 

 

Fig. 3. Execution step1 



 
 

Fig. 4. Execution step2 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Execution step3 

 

5 Data Acquisition 

The dataset collected from public open-source web server, after decompression contains 

915445 consumer reviews and metadata of various baby products up to 71316 in semi 

structured json format for Data set 1[1]. Data set 2[2] contains 836005 consumer reviews 

and metadata of various digital music products up to 279898 in semi structured json 

format. Wget is a networking command-line tool that lets you download files and interact 

with REST APIs. 



 
Fig. 6. Data acquisition illustration1 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 7. Data acquisition illustration 2 

 

Fig. 8. Data acquisition illustration 3 

 

Fig. 9. Data acquisition illustration 4 



 

Fig. 10. Data acquisition illustration 5 

 
 

 

6 Symbols and Notations 

 
The important symbols used in the coding are shown in Table 1. For the convenience, consumer 

and product are used in programming as user and item for easier notation respectively and same 

is commented in code as shown in fig 11. 
 

                         Table 1: Parameter conventions used with their function 
 
 

Symbols Meaning 

vector_size vector size of review text and 

item description 

epoch_num number of epochs to train for 

paragraph vectors. 

num_ui_link Min. no. of reviews required for 

a reviewer to be filtered 

num_iu_link Min. no. of reviews required for a 

product 

max_num_item max number of item 

max_num_user max number of users 

split_ratio 80-20 split of train and test data 

dataname Name of the product eg: baby, digital 

music 

 



 

Fig 11: Example of symbols 

 

2 Implementation framework Specs 

The input data pre-processing algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is 

capable of being trained in the same manner as other keras-based deep learning networks. 

On top of the recommendation model, this research add a regression layer, whose output 

serves as our loss function. This permits us to accomplish our rating prediction target. 

Figure 4 depicts the training procedure using the Python keras package. The dense 

network of consumer sentiment analysis model and product content model is shown 

by Algorithm 

2. The Rating Predictor is shown by Algorithm 3 in Fig. The Model Summary is depicted 

in the fig 13 
 
 

Algorithm 1 Preprocessing of Amazon Review Data 

Input: Reviewers data set 

Output: Preprocessed data for data transformation 

1: Preprocess() 
2: Initialize hyperparameters: 
3: vector_size ← 100 
4: epoch_num ← 100 
5: num_ui_link ← 20 
6: num_iu_link ← 0 
7: max_num_item ← 1 
8: max_num_user ← 1 
9: split_ratio ← 4 
10: Batch_size ← 64 

11: for each data_row, i ∈ review_data do 
12:  user_id ← i["reviewerID"] 
13: item_id ← i["asin"] 
14: ui_dict[user_id] ← append(item_id) 

15: iu_dict[item_id] ← append(user_id) 

16: If ((num_ui_link < 20) || (num_iu_link < 1)) 

17: delete i 

18: end for 
19: Covert review_data.json to review_data.txt 
20: for each data_row, i ∈ meta_data do 
21: item_id ← i["asin"] 
22: if (iu_num != len(iu_dict[item_id])) 
23: if (iu_num < num_iu_link) 
24:  delete i 



25: end for 
26: Covert meta_data.json to meta_data.txt 
27: Gensim_doc2vec() 
28: Use pretrained model from Gensim with parameters: 
29: min_count←1 
30: window←3 
31: vector_size←vector_size 
32: sample←10-3 
33: negative←5 

34: workers←4 
35:Convert data.txt to vector format 
36: Extract_rating() 
37:for each data_row, i ∈ review_data do 
38: user_id ←i["reviewerID"] 
39: item_id ←i["asin"] 
40: if (user_id ! ∈ ui_dict) 
41: ui_dict[user_id] ← user_id 
42: if (user_id > max_num_user) 
43:  max_num_user ← user_id 
44: ui_dict[user_id] ← item_id 
46: if (item_id ! ∈ iu_dict2) 
47: iu_dict[item_id] ← item_id 

48:  if (item_id > max_num_item) 
49:   max_num_item ← item_id 
50: iu_dict[item_id] ← user_id 
51: 
52: Test_Train_Split() 
53: num ← 0 
54: for each data_row, i ∈ reviews_data do 

55: if (num % (split_ratio + 1) < split_ratio) 
56:  reviews_train_data.append(i) 
57: num ← num + 1 
58: else 
59: reviews_test_data.append(i) 
60: num ← num+1 

 
 

Algorithm 2 User Sentiment and Item Content Dense Network 

Input: User_Data, User_Latent, Item_vector, item_latent 

Output: Users_Sentiment, Item_Content 

1: User_Sentiment(User_data, User_Latent) 
2: Initialize hyperparameters: 
3: input ← User_data 
4: activation() ← relu() 
5: Lamda() ← softmax() 
6: User_Sentiment ← Multiply(User_data, Lamda(activation(User_Latent), input) 
7: Item_Content(Item_vector, item_Latent) 
8: Initialize hyperparameters: 
9: input ← Item_vector 
10: activation ← relu 
11: Lamda ← softmax() 
12: Item_Content ← Multiply(Item_vector, Lamda(activation(item_latent), input) 

Algorithm 3 Recommender Model 

Input: User_Sentiment, Item_Content 

Output: Prediction, Results 



1: Recommender(User_Sentiment, Item_Content) 
2: Initialize hyperparameters: 
3: optimizer() ← adam 
4: loss() ← MAE() 
5: metrics() ← RMSE 
6: model() ← Compile(optimizer(), loss(), metrics()) 
7: Prediction, Results ← Compute(model()) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Keras Training Flowchart 



 
 

Fig. 13. Model Summary 

 

 

3 Evaluation and Results 

In all of our experiments and case studies, this research evaluated the 

performance of our proposed model by using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and 

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). This is because the Mean Squared Error is the 

only metric that has been utilized for assessment in the majority of the relevant 

works [3]. 

 
Let's say that the total number of datapoints in the test set is denoted by the letter 

n. The MSE may be determined using the formulas below. 
 

 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
∑ |𝑌(𝑘) − 𝑦(𝑘)|𝑛−1

𝑘=0

𝑛
 

In a more similar manner, RMSE () is computed by:  
 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (𝑌(𝑘) − 𝑦(𝑘)) 2𝑛−1

𝑘=0

𝑛
 

             Where Y(k) and y(k) represent the actual and predicted value respectively 

 
 

6.1 State of Art 

State of Art-evaluation Metrics Capture are illustrated from the Fig14  to 15. 



 
 

Fig. 14. Training and validation loss 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 15. Baby evaluation accuracy Metrics Capture 



6.2 Replicating state of Art with different product category data set- : 

The  accuracy evaluation Metrics Capture is illustrated from the Fig16 

 
Fig. 16. Digital music dataset evaluation accuracy Metrics Capture 

 

6.3 Sentiment analysis 

Sentiment analysis accuracy evaluation Metrics Capture is illustrated from the Fig 17 

to 19 
 

Fig17. Baby data set ratings distribution Metrics Capture 



 
 

Fig. 18. Digital Music data set ratings distribution Metrics Capture 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 19. Words distribution illustration 



6.4 Cold Start Analysis 

 
The Cold start accuracy Evaluation Metrics is Captured in Fig 19. 

 

 
Fig. 20. Cold start Evaluation Metrics Capture 
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